
No fairplayPosted by jackpot - 2020/03/28 23:47_____________________________________Hallo,The conduct of Mr. Mazzel is incalifiable !!!!!See replay of the start of 2nd race of Monza !!!me, I do that, I am excluded 8 days I touch it lightly later in the race, this is not voluntary, and his reaction later in the pits, is pitiful  :(============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by Mazzel - 2020/03/29 05:43_____________________________________Jackpot, You're still chasing me, what a bad bad and sad person you are. Jackpot, I know what happens, but I don't want to go to the racecontrol, I don't like to be underhanded.Jackpot, nextime you say No Fairplay first you have to watch yourself in the mirror and thinking, can I use that kind of words. How dare you to speak about No Fairplay, especially you.And you also make a New Topic especially for me, there is a Topic already, M3 GT3 @ Monza.Jackpot, I really hope that you will find a game that brings you more happiness than GTR2. And I'm so kind to help you with that.Salutations!============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by francie1 - 2020/03/29 10:22_____________________________________please turn down your tones.both.it's just fun.Francie(in the pit stop it was not a good show)============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by francie1 - 2020/03/29 10:25_____________________________________francie1 schrieb:please turn down your tones.both.it's just a game.Francie(in the pit stop it was not a good show)============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by Lahme Ente - 2020/03/29 10:29_____________________________________jackpot schrieb:Hallo,The conduct of Mr. Mazzel is incalifiable !!!!!See replay of the start of 2nd race of Monza !!!me, I do that, I am excluded 8 days I touch it lightly later in the race, this is not voluntary, and his reaction later in the pits, is pitiful  :(Jackpot.Lapping you is a disaster. You don't know blue flags and you always have to hold up against them, unnecessarily.============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by francie1 - 2020/03/29 12:12_____________________________________ALWAYS POST CURRENTAw: Team peak behavior 1 month, 2 weeks agoHellowhen we are many we have more fun.Obviously there are more chances of accidents.driving alone is sad.the philosophy is to have fun without too much aggression.on the Dakota race I had Markus on the tail.Needless to resist too much. I put it aside.and I liked it anyway. Fighting with those who have had the same times as me (hump and blue bear) ... and therefore moderate the language during the race when the adrenaline is high is a very British behavior.ah I forgot that there are no English people.have fun and always greetings to allFrancie:) :) :)============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by Nobody - 2020/03/29 12:15_____________________________________:) :) :) thanks francie============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by jackpot - 2020/03/29 15:18_____________________________________Hallo, Sorry I was very angry that evening :( next time I'll wait until the next day to write :)and if ihave to write:) Again sorry :(============================================================================Aw: No fairplayPosted by dongarlits - 2020/03/29 22:20_____________________________________Thank you Jackpot.This is somethimg which I have learned in the "Bundeswehr".Wait at least one night or 24 hours to take somebody down. It works, even in my normal live now.;)============================================================================
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